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This is stupidly good for what it is! Silly and solid JRPG!. Dance in stealth. Good reason alone to get this,besides feeling
superior to counselours who aren't dancing to get spared by Jason.. The wrong choice are the best choices , cheers. The
difficulty varies wildly from level to level and the combat is tedious at best. Staying in the bottom corner and shooting
diagonally is a legitimate strategy that carries you through a lot more levels than it should. I like the concept, but the execution
would need a lot more work to make this game fun.. So I have been playing the game for about 15 minutes and noticed a couple
of things.

1-No way to change the controls: Rather annoying.

2-Whenever i press the "Tab" key: the game wont recognize any bottons presses except left and right mouse button and the
game will not start again until you press one of them, you can move the camera however .Pressing "Tab" again does nothing and
kind of confused why this happens.

3-You cannot scroll through your weapon's: you have to select them by pressing the "1,2 and 3" keys. This is a farely popular
feature and i hope it get's implemented.

4-Finally in the resolution "1920x1080" the score to the left of the screen isn't fully on the screen, however everything else is
where it should be.

All that done with i did enjoy the game even if it was on PVP mode with no one else on it. I do also like the fact you can jump
like Mario.
. Great game!. The game is a shooter or tower defense game. It's a has a crazy plot that includes UFOs, Zombies, rednecks and
offcourse Cows. It has several modes to exploit. The audio is irritating and game is too short. It will really test your patience. I
bought it cheap so you get waht you pay for. All in all, is not a very bad game. Buy it while it is cheap.

Note: The farmer reminds me of Hershel Greene of "The Walking Dead" TV Series

Note: I mominated this game for The "No Apologies" Award during the Steam Autumn Sale 2017. I can give a buy
recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.
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Fantastic motion capture and an intriguing, emotional interactive experience. The acting is good. Only let-down is the
experience is only 20 minutes at the moment, akin to a short film in VR, although being this is episode 1 this will be well worth
it as more episodes release. Hopefully this will all be together as a bundle.. GIB $$$ TO DEVS!. I love it! It's something about
working an ice cream truck from space that makes me feel so alive..lol. Good Model. Runs very well with the gears. Works well
on mainline work or on the branch lines.. This is a woeful and pointless Bejewelled ripoff puzzler. It adds nothing to the genre.

They'd have made more revenue making it web based and getting money from selling the ads - it's a tablet game at best.

Obviously not worth spending money on.
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